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Abstract

This paper examines the necessity of homo islamicus perspective in Islamic economics. As such, it is a conceptual paper that emphasizes a critical approach to identify new concepts and critiques regarding homo islamicus. The conceptual approach focuses on theoretical analysis, in which the study aims to investigate the concept of homo islamicus and explain its logical implications. This approach enables the researcher to critique and identify a research gap regarding the concept of homo islamicus. The study highlighted several reasons, which identify that homo islamicus is not essential. Firstly, it was marked that the development of Islamic economics does not rely on the obedience and righteousness of economic actors. Secondly, as homo islamicus holds significant status, it should not be prioritized over other foundational concepts. Lastly, the study foregrounded that although homo islamicus is significant in its current form, it is not necessary to establish the basis for transforming the Islamic economy. Furthermore, it was also observed that it is still required in Islamic economics; thus, homo islamicus should not be the sole concept, excluding other relevant concepts for comparison. Additionally, this study underscores that homo islamicus loses its significance when it is seen as final and absolute; however, it may contradict the ongoing quest for the identity of Islamic economics.
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Introduction

Homo Islamicus represents the Islamic morals of human nature and behaviour.1 It also represents Islamic values by exemplifying human traits—as an ideal economic agent with high morality and spirituality. According to scholars like Furqani and Echchabi, Qur’ân verses 53:39-40, 76:3, and 90:10 suggest that homo Islamicus, as an economic actor, follows Islamic principles in their decisions.2 In this regard, its free will and understanding allow it to make ethical decisions, underscoring its importance in Islamic economics. This notion emphasizes human agency and devoted values, making homo islamicus a fundamental Islamic economic assumption. This concept3 makes homo islamicus the appropriate model for moral-economic behavior. Homo islamicus has unique qualities that make it a complete Islamic economic model. This prominence stems from its
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Quranic alignment, Islamic ideals, and economic model status. Briefly, these crucial factors can be described as follows:

i) Homo Islamicus has always been geared toward maximizing "maslahah" in every economic decision undertaken4;

ii) Islamic economics regards homo islamicus as possessing Islamic economics' axiological principles.5 In this light, homo Islamicus is viewed as an economic agent capable of striking a balance between cultural and instrumental-economic rationality.

iii) The primary objective of Islamic economics is to create economic justice for society.6 In this regard, homo Islamicus as a basic assumption of Islamic economics is believed to have a high awareness of justice and the rights of Allah Almighty.7

The mentioned description of homo islamicus as a fundamental assumption has led to several critical responses that have grown among contemporary scholars of Islamic economics. Initially, detractors argued that homo Islamicus's real-world activities contradict the ideal Islamic economic behavior, making a claim impractical. Kuran (1995), pointed out that homo Islamicus cannot be generous and rational.8 Secondly, skeptics disputed homo Islamicus claims, which differ from homo economicus.9 However, this criticism did not stop Islamic economics scholars from developing the concept of homo islamicus, and they further formulated the following description of homo islamicus as an economic agent:

i) Islamic economists use the entire concept of homo economicus to explain Muslim economic behaviour.

ii) To re-examine the homo economicus model so that it can be applied to communities with solid Islamic values.

iii) To introduce a new model of economic agents, such as homo Islamicus, which believed to represent Islamic values fully.

---


Modern Islamic economists insist on the essentiality of homo Islamicus in Islamic economics.\textsuperscript{10} It must be noted that this position has been elaborated partially, which is diverse and dynamic, and certainly not unidimensional.\textsuperscript{11} In this context, the critical assessment of the concept of homo-Islamicus is significant in facilitating the reinterpretations of Islamic conceptions of human nature. Thus, the objective is to establish homo Islamicus as a proponent of Islamic economic ideas. However, research in this area is scarce. Some Muslim Islamic economists like Necati Aydin (2012), have investigated "human nature"; however, some are still taking into account Islamic economic agent assumptions claiming that this assumption is important and supports the development of Islamic economics. Therefore, this study examines human nature within the Islamic meta-framework and traditional thought. It seeks Islamic economics-compatible ideas regarding economic actors. For this purpose, this research incorporates the following structural elements. The subsequent section presents the concept of homo islamicus, followed by a critical analysis. The fourth section provides a concise overview of Islamic economics's fundamental assumptions. Finally, the fifth section offers a conclusion, highlighting the limitations and proposes potential avenues for the future research.

2. Homo Islamicus as the Assumption in Islamic Economics: A Brief Description

Homo islamicus serves as the foundational assumption in Islamic economics, which plays a pivotal role in the Islamization of economics and sets it apart from conventional economics.\textsuperscript{12} This positioning is based on a micro-foundation of Islamic economics.\textsuperscript{13} In the preceding literature, homo islamicus is defined an economic agent who integrates Islamic ethics into all decisions and behaviours,\textsuperscript{14} embodying the Islamic worldview. This belief drives the distinction between homo islamicus and conventional homo economicus. This has been the core argument for homo islamicus as the basic assumption of Islamic economics. As an integral aspect of Islamic economics, homo islamicus empowers economic agents to reflect Islamic principles in their choices and actions, solidifying its centrality in Islamic economic thought.


Figure 1. Classification of the Description of Homo Islamicus as an Assumption

Source: Author’s Construct

Figure 1 illustrates how homo islamicus emerged as a fundamental assumption of Islamic economics and has been introduced by modern scholars. The main argument of this notion can be identified from the homo islamicus position as an analytical unit. This economic agent anchors Islamic economic theories, dan secara umum, which is supported by two foundational arguments for its role in Islamic economics that can be stated as follows:

i) Homo islamicus are the only economic agents enriched by Islamic economic ideas. In this regard, Muslim economists build human models shaped by Islamic worldviews, allowing the possibility of integrating Islamic ethics into economics to shape its trajectory. In practical application, homo islamicus bases economic decisions on Islamic beliefs, ethics, and morals. Thus, homo islamicus' economic decisions and behaviors differ from homo economicus.

---

15 Ibid.
17 Furqani, “The Concept of Human Development in the Notion of Economic Man: Secular and Islamic Perspective”; Furqani, “Individual and Society in an Islamic Ethical Framework Exploring Key Terminologies and Their.”
As the analytical core, homo islamicus is justified as a fundamental assumption in Islamic economics because this economic agent exemplifies Islamic ethics and beliefs in various economic activities. The Islamic value system influences homo islamicus' economic decisions, actions, and behaviors. Farooq (2011) explained how homo islamicus' behaviors align with Islamic ethics and principles and the agent's devotion to Islamic reasoning, harmonizing with the Islamic value system.

The above mentioned arguments allow Islamic economics to integrate homo islamicus into its micro-foundations. In this regard, Furqani et al. (2020) emphasized homo islamicus' normative and experiential conformity with these economic foundations. It can be identified that Islamic economics' micro-foundations, such as the ban on usury, guide homo islamicus toward reasonable economic choices that avoid exploitation. This emphasized justice based on maslahah (benefit) during homo islamicus' economic decision-making. Homo islamicus practices Sharia values and maqasid (objectives) in all economic transactions. Thereby, based on taqwa (devotion to Allah), homo islamicus' decision reduces economic risk. Thus, homo islamicus becomes the fundamental assumption of Islamic economics, aligning economic activity with Islamic ethics and aspirations. This ontological advantage enables homo islamicus to create a perfect economic order based on a core principle of Islam for two major reasons:

I. Islamic economics require models and organizations based on homo islamicus. This character is being assigned the role of "caliph" who maintains morality on Earth. Furqani and Echchabi (2022) noted homo islamicus' potential for this position. Mahyudi (2016) claimed that Islamic economic systems and models are based on homo islamicus in Islamic economics' micro-foundations. Asutay (2007) claimed that presenting homo islamicus is essential for an ideal economy. Thus, reshaping individual behavior norms to comply with Islamic compassion creates a supportive system for Islamic economics to organize an exemplary economic structure.

---

18 Furqani, “The Concept of Human Development in the Notion of Economic Man: Secular and Islamic Perspective.”
24 Furqani, Adnan, and Mulyany, “Ethics in Islamic Economics: Microfoundations for an Ethical Endogeneity.”
27 Asutay, “Conceptualisation of the Second Best Solution in Overcoming the Social Failure of Islamic Banking and Finance: Examining the Overpowering of Homoislamicus By Homoeconomicus.”
ii) The Islamic economic system's ideal state finds reinforcement in homo islamicus. These agents possess attributes instrumental in realizing the system's ideal order. For instance, homo islamicus' inherent social responsibility aids Islamic economics in fostering an ideal economic structure that prioritizes comprehensive welfare, or *falāḥ*.  

Through numerous views, homo islamicus' fundamental function in Islamic economics has been elucidated: Islamic economics is complex and involves a harmonic interaction between rules, ethics, behavior, and institutions. In this regard, Isfandiar (2015) claimed that homo islamicus has an inbuilt reward-punishment system based on economic judgments. Mannan (1984) emphasized its importance in execution for the Islamic socio-economic system's success. This emphasized homo islamicus as a key assumption of Islamic economics. Webb (2014) emphasized its importance for disciplined, corruption-free economics. In addition to economic acts, homo islamicus fosters goodness and justice, strengthening the Islamic economic framework. In this regard, homo islamicus underpins the Islamic economic system's complex ideals, ethics, and practices.

Homo islamicus' role as the foundational assumption in Islamic economics stems from its embodiment of the ideal Islamic agent. This hinges on the micro-foundations of Islamic economics, housing "definite" and "universal" Islamic values, forming the theosophical foundation. This foundation is rooted in the divine vision and tawhid, influencing the behaviour and decision-making of homo islamicus. Thereby, three implications emerged from this interplay; firstly, the harmonization of micro-foundations with homo islamicus; secondly, the alignment of theosophical foundations with homo islamicus' character; and thirdly, the contrast with homo economicus, highlighting the unique qualities of homo islamicus within the Islamic economic framework, and the theosophical foundations of homo islamicus, which is as follows:

i) Homo islamicus embodies altruism, mirroring Islamic teachings of social responsibility and economic sharing (Q.S. 19:19). With heightened awareness of others' rights, homo islamicus engages in philanthropic efforts, exemplifying Islamic altruism. This awareness bolsters the


Islamic economic framework, fortifying the attainment of its goals and holistic well-being (*falāḥ*).

ii) The Islamic perspective distinctly shapes the nature of homo islamicus, differentiating it from homo economicus. Homo islamicus is perceived as an agent striving to maximize holistic Islamic benefits (maslahah); rather than mere utility.\(^{36}\) This stems from several arguments; firstly, economic choices signify progress (*falāḥ*) or failure (khusran); secondly, Islam emphasizes balance (tawȃzun); thirdly, Islam offers frameworks for maximizing maslahah and achieving well-being.\(^{37}\) These arguments underpin the validation of homo islamicus as a consistent agent in Islamic economics. Though contemporary Islamic economists introduced the role of homo islamicus, in the recent scenario criticism have emerged against these descriptions.

### 3. How can Homo Islamicus be Accepted? A Critique Based on Human Nature

Several critiques have emerged recently concerning homo islamicus as a distinct figure in contemporary Islamic economics. Kuran (1996) contended that introducing homo islamicus isn't primarily about enhancing Muslim communities' economic performance but rather as a normative to safeguard them from Western cultural influence.\(^{38}\) This positioning reflects the spirit of "Islamization" more than "science." Warde (2011) critically deemed the distinctions between homo economicus and homo islamicus as unrealistic and irrelevant,\(^{39}\) asserting that the proposed differentiation lacks empirical accuracy. Kuran (1983, 1996) presented four major critiques to homo islamicus, highlighting the contentious nature of these assumptions within the realm of actual economic behaviour.

i) Homo islamicus is over-generalized, creating stereotypes within diverse Muslim societies and institutions with varying cultural, historical, and geographical contexts.

ii) Homo islamicus lacks the accommodation for societal change. Despite the evolving Muslim community, contemporary Islamic economics' definition of homo islamicus excludes this transformative element.

iii) The current portrayal of homo islamicus in Islamic economics overlooks economic considerations. In this, Kuran contended that the concept overemphasized religion and ethics, neglecting economic and social influences on behaviour in Muslim society. Non-religious factors like economic structure, policies, and environment significantly shape individuals’ choices.

iv) Descriptions of Homo islamicus has failed to acknowledge diversity in religious practices across Muslim societies. The concept generalizes spiritual practices, disregarding variations.\(^{40}\) This criticism portrays homo islamicus as immature and not fully embraced by Islamic economic thinkers as an agreed concept.

---

\(^{36}\)Furqani, “Individual and Society in an Islamic Ethical Framework Exploring Key Terminologies.”

\(^{37}\)Ibid.


\(^{39}\)Warde, *Islamic Finance in the Global Economy*.

Homo islamicus criticism extends beyond Muslim economists, involving scholars from various disciplines. External to Islamic economics, criticisms has encompassed diverse classifications, which include:

i) Homo islamicus faces essentialism criticism for assuming uniform traits among Muslims, like strong religiosity, work ethic, and unity. This neglects the diversity of real individuals.41

ii) Orientalism-based critique asserted that the concept perpetuates Western views that simplify and stereotype Eastern cultures, including Islam, feeding negative biases, and prejudices towards Islam and Muslims.42

iii) Some critics considered that the concept of homo islamicus is not supported by sufficient empirical evidence. This concept was primarily based on limited observation and reductionism, so it does not reflect Muslim societies' true diversity and complexity.43

iv) Homo islamicus impedes societal progress due to its rigid adherence to Islamic beliefs. Muslim individuals possess dynamic reasoning, enabling diverse responses to islamic values and shariah-stimuli. It also allows for change and economic growth.

Critiques of homo islamicus' definition underscore its limited acceptance in Islamic economics. These criticisms from Islamic economics and other fields rarely delve into "human nature" within Islamic classics to validate or dispute this concept. In this regard, understanding "human nature" in classical Islamic thought is crucial for a philosophical comprehension of humans as economic agents. Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali's (d.1111) works *Ihya ulūm al-din* and *Mizān al-amal* offer complete insights. Al-Ghazali (2005) elaborated on "the nature and uniqueness of the human heart" in his opus.44 He asserted that man's distinctive ability lies in knowing Allah, facilitated by the qalb or heart, which harbors divine knowledge. Furthermore, Ferhat (2020) discussed Al-Ghazali's emphasis on qalb as the locus for divine guidance.45 The heart symbolizes individuality, inseparable yet distinct from reason. This heart-reason interplay forms an integral bond rather than a mere complement. The intricate relationship between heart and reason is not one of supplementation but of harmonious interdependence.

Al-Ghazali's exploration of "human nature" is intricate, encompassing various philosophical classifications. He delves into the constitution of human spirituality, internal spiritual conflicts, external relations of the human heart, and explore the connection between ontology and behaviour. Al-Ghazali highlighted that human character can elevate to angelic realms through reason ('aql) and religion or regress to animalistic levels without these.46 This duality asserted humans can embody both good and bad qualities, contingent on their components, especially the "soul with its body" (ruh wal-jasādīh). Al-Ghazali viewed the spirit (rūh) as the essence of divine spirituality, coalescing in

---


terms like qalb, rūḥ, 'aql, and nafs. The spirit is a divine essence, while the body is material.⁴⁷ This dichotomy shapes human character, fostering desires for good and undesirable things. Such insights resonate with Al-Ghazali’s profound comprehension of the interplay between human nature’s spiritual and material aspects. Al-Ghazali (2014) delineated two human inclinations in al-risalah al-ladunniyah: the body’s flawed nature and evil impulse lead to corruption, while a hanif (devoted monotheism) spirit embodies simplicity, enlightenment, and behavioural excellence aligned with Islam’s core values.⁴⁸ Al-Ghazali underscored human ontology rooted in Islamic principles and affirmed that: “[...] The rational soul, by which I mean this substance, has a unique name in each group of human beings: philosophers refer to this substance as the "rational soul (al-nafs al-natiqah)." The Qur’ān refers to it as the "quiet soul" (al-nafs al-mutmainnah) and the "spirit that comes from the amr of Allah" (al-rūḥ al-Amarah). Sufists refer to it as "spirit" and sometimes "qalb", but although the names vary, the meaning is still one; it makes no difference.⁴⁹

Al-Ghazali extensively explored human tendencies within the qalb (heart) context. Unlike Ibn Sina's systematic classifications, Al-Ghazali’s treatment was less structured. His central thesis was centered on the human heart (qalb) as a profound theory of human ontology. Al-Ghazali cited Q.S. 74:31, where Allah’s troops include those within the human heart.⁵⁰ According to him, each force within the heart shapes behaviour, decisions, and choices. This Al-Ghazali’s approach offered a distinctive perspective, emphasizing the centrality of the heart in comprehending human tendencies,⁵¹ even if it’s not as systematically organised as Ibn Sina’s categorization, this concept was steadily useful for critiquing against homo islamicus as a foundation.

⁴⁷Atesci, Imam Al- Ghazali’s Understanding of Human Ontology and Behavior.
⁴⁹Al-Ibid.
⁵⁰ Ayman Shihadeh, “From Al-Ghazālī to Al-Rāzī: 6th/12th Century Developments in Muslim Philosophical Theology,” Arabic Sciences and Philosophy, 2005, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0957423905000159; Atesci, Imam Al- Ghazali’s Understanding of Human Ontology and Behavior.
⁵¹Al-Ghazali, Iḥya’ Ulumuddin; Abu Hamid Al-Ghazali, Mizan Al-’aml (Kairo: Maktabah wa Matba’a Muhammad ‘Ali Shabih wa Awlad, 1963); Atesci, Imam Al- Ghazali’s Understanding of Human Ontology and Behavior.
Additionally, Al-Ghazali presented a fundamental thesis concerning human behaviour: individual actions stem from the heart's forces—the motivation behind choices. This idea constitutes his overarching theory for explaining human ontology (Figure 2). The heart is moved by three desire types: "nafs‘ ammarah," "nafs al-lawamah," and "nafs al-muthmainnah," significantly influencing behaviour. A heart dominated by "nafs‘ ammarah" produces unkind behaviours like pride and covetousness. In a likewise manner, "Nafs al-lawamah" prevails over individuals for goodness but occasionally engages in less commendable actions. A heart driven by "nafs al-muthmainnah" aligns actions with Islamic teachings and morality. These desires shape human qualities, delineating uniqueness while rendering humans akin to other creatures. Overwhelming anger-driven

---

52 Al-Ghazali, *Ihya‘ Ulumuddin*; Atesci, Imam Al-Ghazali’s Understanding of Human Ontology and Behavior.”

desires reduce humans to animal-like traits. However, distinct human knowledge sets them apart from animals and other beings. Al-Ghazali's framework illustrated how the heart forces human actions by significantly creating a sophisticated understanding of human nature.

Ibn Sina, another classical scholar, complemented Al-Ghazali's ideas, emphasizing the uniqueness of humans. Ibn Sina (d.1037) highlighted humans' distinct ability to acquire knowledge and connect it to a higher power, Allah Almighty, setting them apart from other beings. Al-Ghazali further delved into human will, differentiating it from that of animals. Understanding an action's consequences will involve being driven by the best outcome; this is the man's main advantage. This contrasts with animal behaviour. In this regard, Al-Ghazali emphasized knowledge and will as exclusive human traits, separating them from animals and other creatures. Despite the capacity for enlightenment through knowledge and will, humans often exhibit conflicting traits, straying from the ideal human essence. This nuanced interplay of knowledge, will, and behaviour characterizes the complexity of human nature, as expounded by both Al-Ghazali and Ibn Sina.

Al-Ghazali categorized human nature into four types, each representing dominant desires within the human heart: "sabu'iyah" (exploitative traits), "bahimiyyah" (cruel qualities), "shaithaniyya" (satanic attributes), and "rabbaniyah" or divine nature. The initial three traits arise when the heart lacks good knowledge and will, emphasizing the importance of the divine spirit. Achieving the complete human, or homo Islamicus, requires rigorous training and spiritual exertion, not a simple process. This transformation mandates a systematic approach to self-control and quality enhancement. Al-Ghazali's perspective underscores human complexity and the need for holistic understanding. His work inspired further ontological explorations of human nature, extending beyond homo Islamicus as the current description.

Before Al-Ghazali's work on "human nature," Abū Nasir al-Farabi (872-951) had also explored human ontology. Al-Farabi believed the soul distinguished humans from non-humans, serving as a tool for life enhancement. He categorized human soul abilities, from basic survival to intellectual capacity. Al-Farabi's notion of the soul, which emphasized its significant presence in living things, was in line with Aristotle's theory. He introduced three human characters—the driving soul, the understanding soul, and the thinking soul—defining human abilities to make choices and behave rationally. Al-Farabi's concept of self-awareness through intellectual capacity forms a single consciousness system. It enables humans to adapt, exercise self-control, and interact within social systems. Al-Farabi's work laid the groundwork for understanding human character and capacities, impacting choices influenced by religion, culture, and economic goals. This exploration further enriched the discussion on human ontology alongside Al-Ghazali's contributions.

55Atesci, Imam Al-Ghazali’s Understanding of Human Ontology and Behavior.
56Al-Ghazali, Ihya Ulumuddin; Al-Ghazali, Mizan Al-aml; Al-Ghazali, Al-Risalah Al-Ladunniyyah.
58López-Farjeat, “The Nature of Human and Non Human Animals in Classical Islamic Philosophy.”
59Ibid.
60Abu Nasr Al-Farabi, Ara’u Ahl Al-Madinatu Al-Fadilah (Kairo: Maktabat Mathaba’at Muhammad Ali, 1906).
Al-Farabi's classification of human characters was distinctive, thus, it can be interpreted as inherent capacities shaping human lives. These capacities significantly impact human happiness and understanding of life's purpose. Al-Farabi asserted that these abilities can lead to happiness, particularly through a strong relationship with Allah Almighty. The quality of the human soul influences their transcendence towards God, supported by "active human reason," which forms the basis of behavior. This active intellect allows humans to comprehend God's essence and knowledge through bestowed reason. A complex human ontology emerges when considering the classical thoughts of Al-Ghazali, Ibn Sina, and Al-Farabi. Humans possess various capacities that guide their choices and behaviors, rooted in different value standards like good and evil. Human transcendence significantly affects the quality of choices and behaviors they exhibit. In this context, the synthesis of these classical perspectives suggests that human nature is intricate, shaped by inherent capacities that drive choices and actions, ultimately influencing their relationship with the divine and the world around them. The view of placing homo Islamicus as an ideal economic agent within essentialism is unrealistic and ontologically inadequate. This critique challenges the notion that homo Islamicus embodies perfect Islamic values and ethics. Several human ontological arguments emerge against this perspective—questioning the assumption that homo Islamicus should serve as the foundational premise of Islamic economics, and can be stated as follows:

i) Regarding the characteristic dimension, homo Islamicus does not possess inherent distinctions that fundamentally set it apart from other economic agents. Al-Ghazali, Al-Farabi, and Ibn Sina established a framework of human ontology in which homo Islamicus is conceptualized as persons possessing dualistic natures--individuals exhibit a duality in their ability to engage in rational, value-based actions, while also displaying behaviors that are incongruent with Islamic principles. The assertion that homo Islamicus is a fundamental principle in Islamic economics created a dilemma, as it may not accurately depict the economic landscape.

ii) Homo islamicus is assumed to be an individual or economic agent capable of establishing behavior and making economic choices based, ideally, on Islamic values and morality. However, homo islamicus decisions and behaviors are strongly influenced by structural factors that may limit the ability of these agents to formulate and decide economic choices that are in line and consistent with the Islamic framework, such as, Islamic values and morality. Homo Islamicus' behavior is influenced by factors like limited information, which hinders well-informed decisions according to Islamic values. This issue affects homo Islamicus and homo economicus due to limited access to information, impacting their decision-making abilities and risk

---

65 Kuran, “The Discontents of Islamic Economic Morality.”
assessments.\(^{67}\) Cognitive limitations in understanding Islam's value system can lead to non-compliance. Similarly, homo economicus faces cognitive limitations affecting their economic decisions, such as, the market structure also shapes behavior, as supply and demand dynamics play a significant role.\(^{68}\) Given time and resource constraints, homo Islamicus' decisions might deviate from Islamic and economic ideals in this regard.\(^{69}\) These criticisms cast doubt on the suitability of homo Islamicus as a foundational assumption for Islamic economics. As a result, an alternative paradigm is needed to integrate homo Islamicus into Islamic economics better, necessitating a comprehensive framework for defining and shaping their role as economic agents.

4. The Unnecessity of the Assumption of Homo Islamicus: A Set of Reasons

Scholars like Kuran (1996), Warde (2011), and Farooq (2011) questioned the necessity of essentialist notions concerning homo Islamicus in Islamic economics. In this regard, the argument against this assumption is based on several reasons: firstly, Islamic economics can advance without relying on perfectly devout economic agents. The growth of Islamic economics isn't solely dependent on an ideal homo Islamicus embodying unwavering piety. Susamto (2020) asserted that the evolution of Islamic economics is not contingent on the immediate enforcement of Islamic economic principles.\(^{70}\) While the practice involves values guiding economic actors,\(^{71}\) the complete implementation takes time. The progression of Islamic economics isn't impeded by the absence of perfectly aligned economic agents; it can steadily advance, while accommodating changing economic behavior. The centrality of homo Islamicus might not be crucial for Islamic economics' development. This viewpoint suggested that the field can adapt and evolve in response to real-world complexities and societal change without rigidly adhering to a fixed model of economic agents.

Secondly, in Islamic economics, the concept of homo Islamicus, while crucial, should not overshadow other fundamental principles. Monotheism, the foundation and methodology of Islamic economics,\(^{72}\) holds primary importance. Thus, the emphasis on homo Islamicus should not hinder exploring other key aspects.\(^{73}\) As emphasized by Susamto (2020), various subjects play essential roles in this progression and extend beyond knowledge-building to practical areas like promoting philanthropy. The institutionalization of Islamic philanthropy through practices like \textit{zakat}, \textit{waqf}, and alms, alongside the establishment of Islamic financial institutions, such as banks and insurance, has

---


\(^{73}\)Susamto, “Toward a New Framework of Islamic Economic Analysis.”
significantly impacted the discourse of Islamic economics.\(^{74}\) While homo Islamicus remains relevant, it may not require immediate and exclusive attention in the early stages of modern Islamic economics. The urgency and significance might be better directed towards fields like Islamic finance, outweighing the immediate development of the homo Islamicus concept.

Thirdly, the current form of homo Islamicus is crucial but not essential as the foundational support for transforming the Islamic economy. Its existing portrayal ignores human nature and potential deviations from Islamic values in economic decisions. This depiction negates the human ontology elucidated by classical scholars like Al-Ghazali, Ibn Sina, and Al-Farabi, highlighting that humans, including Muslim economic agents, aren't perpetually virtuous.\(^{75}\) Islamic economics must adopt a "transformational" character, as Susamto (2020) explained, inspiring change aligned with the Islamic worldview.\(^{76}\) Homo Islamicus, in its current concept, lacks utility due to its ideological positioning and neglect of the transformational agenda crucial for Islamic economic agents' development. The contemporary depiction of homo Islamicus doesn't adequately align with the concept of change integral to Islamic economics.

Fourthly, homo Islamicus is relevant in Islamic economics but shouldn't replace homo economicus. Some scholars' complete rejection of modern economics is conservative and unhelpful. Islamic economics need not start from scratch,\(^{77}\) as noted by Susamto (2020). While criticizing conventional views dismissing modern economics contradicts Islam's historical approach towards knowledge, which incorporates many achievements from outside Islamic civilization.\(^{78}\) This historical precedent shows that Muslim economists should assess and incorporate current economic structures,\(^{79}\) keeping Islamic values and rejecting extraneous features. The key is balancing preservation and progress. Islamic economics should be constructive and inclusive, embracing modern economics' benefits based on Islam's historical openness to varied knowledge.

Fifthly, homo Islamicus loses value when considered final and sacred, contradicting Islamic economics' evolution. The field needs open debates about its components to find its identity. Islamic economics is still searching for identity,\(^{80}\) according to Mahomedy (2013). Experts must debate every Islamic economic doctrine. As an alternative to homo economicus, homo islamicus is new. It should be debated and criticized. Sacredness without dialogue inhibits its significance to Islamic economics. The five arguments demonstrate homo islamicus' insignificance and demand for a paradigm shift. This paradigm enables homo islamicus to promote economic improvements that fit Islamic well-being ideals (jâlah). This method avoids treating homo islamicus as unchangeable, allowing it to shape economic behaviour and achieve Islamic economic goals.


\(^{76}\)Susamto, “Toward a New Framework of Islamic Economic Analysis.”


\(^{78}\)Muzamil Jan, and Tasia Masood, “An Assessment of Life Satisfaction among Women.”

\(^{79}\)Susamto, “Toward a New Framework of Islamic Economic Analysis.”

5. Discussion and Analysis

Criticism from Islamic economics scholars has led to various discussions regarding the relevance of homo islamicus.\textsuperscript{81} The current paper claimed that though the identified gap is important, the current concept's significance is quite limited. This perspective carries implications that require further exploration, stated as follows:

i) The irrelevance of the description of homo islamicus in its current form is too ideal. That is it seems certain to put homo islamicus as a topic that must be elaborated within the transformational framework of Islamic economics. Referring to Susamto (2020), the transformation process aims to push Islamic economic objects – economic agents, closer to and representing the ideal concept of Islam.\textsuperscript{82}

ii) Mahyudi (2019) preferred "universal man" to homo islamicus.\textsuperscript{83} Islamic moral economics prioritizes Islamic ideals above Muslim economic behaviour, hence, the title. The practicality of Islamic moral economy requires identifying four human dimensions: ruh (spirit), qalb (heart), 'aql (intellect), and nafs. Mahyudi (2019) believes the R-QAN model is essential for internalizing morality in economic behaviour and constructing Islamic economic policy.

iii) The development framework of Islamic economics' transformational paradigm should guide homo islamicus.\textsuperscript{84} It starts with the formulation of the ideal proposition of behavior, evaluation within the framework of comparison between outstanding propositions and actual behavior, identification of gaps, and formulation of the agenda to transform economic agents into homo islamicus.

iv) The non-existent idea of homo islamicus has ramifications for Islamic economics experts' attempts to create human concepts that accord with Islamic economics and may be applied holistically to economic development. Mahyudi (2015) proposed "true man," which considers people's positive and negative traits from the Quran. The new Homo islamicus portrays humans as ideals. While not directly stating that humans have a dark side like homo economicus.\textsuperscript{85} Thus, science must recognize that humans, with their flaws, need transformational processes to improve.

The four implications above support Islamic economics' transformative approach, which allows for a rethinking of homo islamicus. It is necessary to identify a gap between economic agents' ideal proposition and their actual behavior to formulate the right transformation agenda to create outstanding economic agents like homo islamicus and encourage Islamic economic goals.

6. Conclusion

Islamic economics' essential notion of homo islamicus was primarily criticized and unacceptable. As follows are numerous major criticisms that lead to the rejection of homo islamicus:

\textsuperscript{81}Kuran, “Behavioral Norms in the Islamic Doctrine of Economics: A Critique.”
\textsuperscript{82}Susamto, “Toward a New Framework of Islamic Economic Analysis.”
\textsuperscript{84} Susamto, “Toward a New Framework of Islamic Economic Analysis.”
i) Essentialist concerning homo islamicus holds that all Muslims share common traits, including high religious commitment, strong work ethics, and social unity. This idea was criticized for neglecting Muslim diversity and complexity.

ii) Homo islamicus encourages Western orientalism, which minimizes Eastern civilizations, including Islam. This idea perpetuates Islam and Islamic society stereotypes.

iii) Homo islamicus lacks empirical evidence. Based on limited observation and reductionism, this concept doesn't reflect Muslim society's richness and complexity.

iv) Muslim society cannot adapt or develop under homo islamicus. This worldview is based on Islamic beliefs and strict religious rituals and rejected change. In addition to these four complaints, homo islamicus as a core assumption of Islamic economics is too sensical, ignoring the nuanced human character that can be good and harmful. This shows the difference between homo islamicus and early human conceptions from ancient academics, including Al-Ghazali, Al-Farabi, and Ibn Sina. Thus, transformational strategies should change human destructive potential so economic agents can act and pick economic options that support the Islamic economy.

This study does not discuss the importance of homo islamicus from an essentialist standpoint, establishing it as the core assumption of Islamic economics to advance it. The contemporary homo islamicus is less critical for four reasons:

i) The development of Islamic economics does not require or depend on the obedience and righteousness of economic actors.

ii) Homo islamicus is principally important in Islamic economics but homo islamicus as a concept is not more important than other concepts, which is precisely the foundation for Islamic economics.

iii) Homo islamicus, in its current form, is ideally important but not needed to become the foundation supporting the agenda for transforming the Islamic economy.

iv) Islamic economics needs homo islamicus; however, it does not exclude other ideas that Islamic economics may use as a comparison.

The evolving Islamic economy needs a nuanced academic discourse on its concepts rather than assuming finality. While this study lacks empirical evidence against the concept, it proposes that like "homo economicus," "homo islamicus" engages in Islamic economics using cultural and instrumental rationality. Further research is vital. Collaboration and research are emphasized for a deeper comprehension of "homo islamicus" in Islamic economics. This underdeveloped topic offers potential for refinement by future scholars.
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